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Contribution Brief
Thank you for your interest in contributing to the narration of the history of our
National Museum under the muzium
memory project!
No story is too small – we welcome you to
reminisce on (e.g.) your very ﬁrst visit to
the Museum, an artefact you found intriguing, an exhibition that enthralled you
or even fond romantic dates and family
outings that you cherish.
Images are central in modern story telling
— do share your old photographs together
with your reminiscences. While we generally prefer that your contributions be a
combination of text and visual, in the
event that you are not able to do so, we
are more than happy to accept text-only
submissions.

About the Project
Initiated by Museum Volunteers, JMM,
this project is an eﬀort to tell the story of
the National Museum of Malaysia in a
community-centric way through the gathering of public memories about the
Museum. Selected stories will be shared
on our social media (Instagram and Facebook) and our blog.
We are mainly looking for old photographs or videos related to Muzium
Negara including those on temporary exhibitions organised by the museum. We
prefer these to be older than ten years,
the older the better.
In addition, if you happen to possess
audio recordings or any other items that
share a connection to Muzium Negara’s
past such as personal journals, posters,
memorabilia etc., you are more than welcome to share these with us as well.
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Terms and Conditions
Please note that by submitting your photographs and stories, you grant Museum
Volunteers, JMM, the right to reproduce
and publish them on platforms managed
by the volunteers for educational and promotional purposes without prior notice.
You will be properly credited for the contribution. Your material will only be used
in Museum Volunteers’ related activities
and will not be shared with any third parties.
In addition, please note the following:
• All photographs must be of at least
300dpi in resolution and captioned together with the date the photograph was
taken.
• There is no word limit for text-only submissions but they should come with a
title.
• Please provide a credit or attribution
line, which we will use to credit you
should we use your contribution.
• You must have sharing rights to the
photographs, stories and any materials
you contribute.
• While you retain the copyright to your
material, the Museum Volunteers, JMM
reserves the rights to publish the materials without prior notice.

• Not all submissions will be published
immediately but they will be retained in
our database and they may be published
in the future to enhance our stories.
• We reserve the right not to publish any
material not deemed suitable.
How to submit?
Please send all submissions and enquiries
to mnmvjmm@gmail.com with the title
‘muzium memory project’.

